SAVE YOUR GREENS AND BANK ACCOUNT WITH FUNGO AND VEG-E-TONIC

FUNGO
FOR BROWN PATCH AND SOIL VERMIN
The 2 in 1 compound that controls Fungous Diseases, Earthworms, Sod Webworms, Grubs, Beetles, etc. Applied either wet or dry. Will not burn or impair soil fertility. Very economical.

VEG-E-TONIC
Golfdom's "no filler" fertilizer Dissolves in water, producing a "cool food" which does not burn or streak your greens. No "watering in." 21% Nitrogen, 13% Phosphoric Acid, 10% Potash. Prompt and lasting results guaranteed.

Small samples of FUNGO and VEG-E-TONIC mailed upon request. Write for our Monthly Schedule System of Green treatment. All free.

McCLAIN BROS. CO., 127 2nd St., Canton, Ohio

NEW MODEL D
Grinds all type of power-driven, fairway, putting green and hand mowers without removing mower wheels or reel knives. Carriage has travel of 42 inches. Grinds with amazing speed and accuracy, 6-inch grinding wheel driven by 1/3 H.P. motor and V belt.

Very quiet running.

A Reconditioner Attachment can be furnished at an additional price for "lapping in" putting green mowers with emery paste. This Attachment can be quickly clamped to the Sharpener by two clamps. Write for Catalog.

The Fate-Root-Heath Co. 432-468 Bell St. Plymouth, Ohio

All Can Have Them Now!
"Would like to have them but can't afford it" is a thing of the past. Increased production and decreased manufacturing cost bring this efficient, 4 cutting edge blade within the price of all. Write for new Price List "GG" and full details. A postal will do.

BUDD MFG. CO., Ravenna, Ohio

DEVELOP POISON BAIT THAT EXTERMINATES MOLES
Herb Graffis, Editor, GOLFDOM, Chicago.

Sir:
In May GOLFDOM I note on page 82 an article entitled, "Mole and Gopher Control," written by H. L. Parten. In this article Mr. Parten advises that poison bait does not affect the mole and I'd like to take this opportunity to strongly refute that claim.

For 2 years we experimented with a bait which proved effective on moles. After that period of experimentation, we brought out Dolco Nomole, which has been used by a number of the leading clubs in the country. Incidentally it is being used by the Fresh Meadow C. C., where the National Open championship is to be held. We have here in our office definite proof in the form of letters from greenkeepers, estate managers, superintendents of cemeteries and others, which back our claims to the fullest extent.

Dolco Nomole is easy to apply and does away with unsightly and as you know, gen-
eraly unsatisfactory traps. To apply it simply punch holes at intervals of approximately 4 feet in the mole run. Pour in from a teaspoon to a tablespoonful of Nomole. Cover over with earth—do not stamp down. Allow to stand for a day or two and then the runs may be rolled down. Moles can't seem to resist this food and having eaten it, they haven't got a chance.

To tell you truthfully, we were somewhat surprised with the results of our tests and knowing what a field there was for a good inexpensive, yet easy and sure mole-killer, were mighty pleased. Results obtained by actual users in various sections of the country have confirmed our tests and sales on the product have exceeded expectations.

Dolco Nomole is covered by the Dolge test privilege; that is, from any shipment 2 ounces may be used within 30 days of receipt of shipment. If it does not live up to our every claim for it, the balance may be returned to us and no charge made for the amount used in testing. We believe this is fair. We know the product is good and we're willing to give the other fellow a chance to prove it to himself.

Assuring you we will deeply appreciate any consideration you can give this matter, we remain

Faithfully yours,

THE C. B. DOLGE COMPANY,

LLOYD DOLGE.

RED ARROW INSECT SPRAY IN SOD WEBWORM FIGHT

Baltimore, Md.—Bulletin dealing with the treatment of sod webworms, Japanese and June beetles, cut-worms, grubs and ants by use of Red Arrow insect spray (pyrethrum soap) has been issued by McCormick & Co., Inc. Information is of keen interest to greenkeepers and a copy will be sent free on request.

VULCAN GOLF OPENS NEW YORK OFFICE ON BEEKMAN ST.

New York City—Vulcan Golf Corp., Portsmouth, O., has opened a branch office at 19 Beekman st. Complete stock is carried. Vulcan hickory-shafted irons which recently made their debut in this branch are being featured in the stock.

R. H. Wheels are stronger!

(For All Fordson Tractors, Several Sizes)

Racks HANDICAP Cards

John Willy Handicap Racks and Cards are standard with practically all the leading American golf clubs. Write for booklet.

JOHN WILLY, Inc., 970 Merchandise Mart
222 North Bank Drive, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.